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Study

The Virtual CFO service allows any business to benefit from the 
skills, strategic thinking and experience of a Chief Financial Officer 
without having to hire a fulltime employee.

Business 
Finances
Virtual CFO

The service allows you to gain control of your finances and make informed decisions. The Virtual CFO 
will work with you to provide cashflow modelling, forecasting, budget analysis, and KPI reporting. We 
can also take the hassles of handling payroll off your hands, giving you more time to focus on your 
business’ growth strategies. 

For more information visit www.cp1.com.au or call 1300 360 186

The challenge
CountPlus One was approached by a manufacturing 
business that had a number of projects being 
undertaken all at once. The business needed to 
keep track of labour and material costs on each 
project to ensure every project remained within 
budget. The client also required a monthly profit 
statement to confirm the overall profitability of the 
business. A cash flow forecast for the month ahead 
was also vital to the client. They also required 
assistance with their debtor management as they 
needed to ensure that work that was completed 
had been paid for, and have reminders sent to any 
debtors that were overdue.

Our solution
Our team took the time to get to know the business 
and understand their requirements. We determined 
that we needed to make changes to the accounting 
processes, and once we implemented the changes,  
we educated the client’s team on the updated process. 
We provided accurate job costing on a weekly basis 
using MYOB online solutions to track employee 
timesheets and materials used on each project. Alerts 
were set up to quickly inform the client if a project 
was going to above budget. Debtor reports were 
updated throughout the month which then allowed 
reminders to be sent for unpaid invoices. A monthly 
reporting pack was produced for management which 
highlighted profitability to date, variances to budget, 
aged debtors, cash balances and a cashflow forecast 
to highlight upcoming commitments.

CountPlus One has been a valuable partner of Workforce Guardian since early 2009. We were 
needing an inhouse CFO to help guide the financial and strategic aspects of our business. 
By engaging CountPlus One’s VCFO services we have been able to meet this need. This has 
allowed us to concentrate on delivering our services to our clients with the security of knowing 
our financial and accounting needs are in the hands of professionals that we trust. Workforce 
Guardian looks forward to continuing our relationship with CountPlus One. – Sean Wilson 
Managing Director & CEO


